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THE GREEN SHEET 

Full-Card Analysis and Selections 
John M. Gaver III 
www.johngaver.com 

 
 
Churchill Downs: Spring Meet 2017 
First Day: Saturday, April 29 
Post Time: 6:00 P.M. Eastern 
Final Keeneland Spring Meet Statistics: 141-41-23-23; 29% 
winners, 61% in the money 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
MIDNIGHT OAK will make his second start off the claim in the meet’s 
opener on Saturday night for trainer Tom Amoss, who haltered the Illinois-
bred for $30K two starts back in New Orleans. Giant Oak colt has never 
run a poor race on turf, and I like that he was gaining ground the last 
eighth of a mile when turning back to a turf sprint while stepping up in 
class and facing winners for the first time in his last start. He’ll appreciate 
stretching back out to a two-turn trip in this spot, and he should be a 
decent price with coupled entry of DURANGO DAN and HALLOWEEN 
HORROR entered in this spot; rates top billing. DURANGO DAN makes up 
half of a formidable Doug Branham coupled entry, and this well-bred son of 
Giant’s Causeway ran well in his turf debut three weeks ago in Lexington, 
where he was bumped and carried out just as he was commencing his 
finishing run, yet he ran on to be a deceptively good fifth at 36-1, beaten 
two lengths and change for all the money against tougher adversaries. 
He’ll get a ground-saving trip on the fence, acts as if he’ll relish this nine-
furlong trip and makes his first start for a tag; lots to like. HALLOWEEN 
HORROR—the other half of the coupled entry—broke his maiden on debut in 
South Florida then annexed a $50K optional claiming/starter allowance 
heat in his first outing against winners—always a good sign. I’m not sure 
what happened in the Keeneland effort, where he was beaten 11 and a 
quarter lengths by his entrymate DURANGO DAN and beat only two 
horses, other than he didn’t care for the traditionally sandy Keeneland turf 
course or those races at Gulfstream were not that tough. He broke from the 
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10-hole in his last outing and is more favorably drawn tonight; expect a 
better effort. ROCKY TOUGH is a deep closer that is devoid of early foot in a 
race that doesn’t have a lot of early pace signed on, although he has won 
two-of-four starts since entering trainer Rick Hiles’ barn, and the gray 
should appreciate stretching out to a mile and a eighth. He has rallied to 
finish fourth in three of his past four turf starts; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1(part of entry)-1a(part of entry)-2 
 
 
RACE TWO 
The Donamire Farm homebred HEARTBREAK HILL’s form has improved 
of late, and this well-bred bay daughter of Ghostzapper finished with 
interest when she was equipped with blinkers for the first time in her last 
start and was dropped into the conditioned claiming ranks. She was 
second-best behind a daylight, next-out winner 22 days ago in Lexington, 
and this is a soft group in a race that was scratched down to a six-horse 
field; choice. FOREVER FARA hooks winners for the first time, but she 
takes the next logical class move for the Steve Asmussen barn in for a 
$16K tag versus “non-winners of two races lifetime” foes after breaking 
her maiden against $16K maiden claiming types in Hot Springs by open 
lengths. Oddly, her form improved without Lasix, and she’s the “speed of 
the speed” in this affair, as she looks to be a bit quicker from the gate than 
both STELLA NOVA and IDE BETTER MOVE. I like that she pressed a hot 
pace—:22, :45 4/5—and drew off in the lane in the maiden score; contender. 
The Louisiana-bred IDE BETTER MOVE sports suspect 2017 form, but she 
drops into the conditioned claiming ranks in this spot for a $16,000 price 
tag looking for form reversal. Daughter of Half Ours has done her best 
work in the past in sprints and will appreciate turning back in distance, 
however she’s a front running filly that will have to deal with fellow early 
speed types STELLA NOVA (blinkers on) to her inside and FOREVER FARA 
to her outside. The race shape from a pace perspective works against her 
chances; hangs on for a minor award with a top effort. STELLA NOVA 
finished 13 lengths behind the top choice in her first start against winners 
at Keeneland, but her chances were severely compromised in that race 
when she broke tardily. Bay Astrology filly gets blinkers for the first time 
which should help her be more focused, and she will get a natural stalking 
trip from her inside draw, as she’s not as fast on paper as IDE BETTER 
MOVE and FOREVER FARA. She broke her maiden for a $7,500 tag at 
Mahoning Valley; improves enough to secure a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-8-6-1 
 
 
RACE THREE 
ATTRACTION, a bay son of Blame, has improved off the claim for trainer 
Angel Montano, who haltered this fellow for $50,000 last October at 
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Keeneland. He has given a good account of himself in two of his past three 
turf starts against arguably slightly tougher rivals at Fair Grounds, though 
his last start, where he caved off a slow, albeit pressured pace, is reason for 
mild concern. He possesses effective tactical speed but seems to be better 
when he can settle early and make one run, and he will get a ground-saving 
trip on the hedge under jockey Florent Geroux. This is a weak race and he 
may find himself stalking PERPETRATOR and a blinkered UNDER THE 
TABLE, which would be the ideal trip; choice. BINGO KITTEN is a deep 
closer that has a fairly reliable late kick, and he has finished in the money 
in three of his past four turf starts. His best efforts of late have been in the 
$16K conditioned claiming ranks, but there are no world-beaters in here 
and he ran well against tougher $30K adversaries earlier in the year. He’ll 
be tighter in his second race off a near two-month layoff and stretches out 
to a distance at which he’s placed in three-of-five starts lifetime on the 
weeds; comes running in the lane. I’M READY TO ROLL got up to win in the 
shadow of the wire of when he was last seen at this class level on turf in 
Louisville, and he has placed in 50 percent of his turf starts lifetime. He’s 
offered up for a tag for only the second time but he will make his first start 
in five months in this spot, and he has been short in his past three outings 
off the shelf. He may be a start away from his best effort; tab for a minor 
award. PERPETRATOR ran a big race against comparable company when 
he returned to a conventional dirt surface in his last start at Hawthorne, 
and I like that he split rivals and won going away. On the down side, this 
race is on turf—a surface on which he’s zero-for-three lifetime—and he’s 
unproven on any surface beyond six and a half furlongs and will stretch 
out around two-turns in this spot. He’ll be forwardly placed and 
ATTRACTION has a comparable early lick; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-7-6-3 
 
 
RACE FOUR—The Roxelana 
FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM is a very fast filly that has never run a bad race 
around one-turn, and she will turn back to a distance at which she’s a 
perfect three-for-three lifetime over a racetrack that she’s undefeated on 
in her 2017 debut. She returns to the races off a four-month hiatus in this 
spot, and she was a game second at a seven-eighths trip in the La Brea 
(G1) when she was last seen at the races last December. She won her last 
start off a layoff by open lengths under the Twin Spires, and she has 
handled fellow entrants PLEASANT TALES and ATHENA with ease in the 
past. There isn’t an entrant in this field capable of reeling of :21 and 
change, :44 and change splits in this race and sticking around at the finish, 
and she’s part of a coupled entry with the honest filly MAYLA; choice, gate-
to-wire. KATHBALLU has three lifetime wins at Churchill Downs to her 
credit, and she has won three of her past four ungraded stakes 
appearances for trainer Kenny McPeek. Chestnut mare was only two 
lengths off Constellation in the Madison (G1) at Keeneland in her last 
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start, and that grade one winner beat the top choice on the square at Santa 
Anita in the seven-furlong La Brea (G1) by a half-length. She’ll get a good 
trip stalking FINLEY’SLUCKYCHARM from her inside post draw, and she 
has won four of her past six dirt starts; threat. ATHENA, who won this race 
last summer at 18-1, is a consistent Street Sense mare that has won four-
of-nine lifetime starts at Churchill Downs, and she has never missed the 
trifecta from eight lifetime starts at this six-furlong distance on the main 
track. Five-year-old figured to need her last start off an extended layoff in 
Hot Springs facing $150,000 stakes company, and she has finished in the 
money in nine of her past 13 starts for trainer Helen Pitts. She’ll be tighter 
in her second start off the shelf and has won two of her past three races 
with jockey Joe Rocco, Jr. in the irons; can’t dismiss based on her affinity 
for the local surroundings. PLEASANT TALES has been an also-ran behind 
FINLEY’SLICKYCHARM, KATHBALLU and ATEHENA in the past, and she 
tends to struggle in stakes races. She eyeballed the top choice for an eighth 
of a mile and hung around to be a good second at 24-1 when she was last 
seen in Louisville, at that heat went in a rapid 1:08 2/5. She’ll be 
prominent early but is nowhere near as fast as the top choice. She looks to 
be a cut below others in class; tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-2-6-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
STAR DOG seemed to benefit from a brief freshening, as the chestnut has 
improved in a pair of starts off the layoff in Hot Springs for Hall of Fame 
trainer Jack Van Berg. I like that he stepped up to open $5,000 claiming 
company in his last start and won clear, and he’s eligible to move forward 
in the third start of his current form cycle. He has a prior win under the 
Twin Spires to his credit and has been first-or-second in five-of-nine starts 
lifetime at this mile and a sixteenth trip on the main track; gets the money. 
BOB’S GONE WILD has some sketchy current form facing conditioned 
claiming types at Oaklawn Park, however he has finished second in 40 
percent of his lifetime starts at Churchill Downs. I like the rider switch to 
Ricardo Santana, Jr. and the bay ran well against $5K starter company 
while hooking an honest rival in Big Kick last fall in Louisville; threat. The 
eight-year-old SKY ALERT drops out of starter allowance company and is 
in for a nickel in this heat for trainer Steve Asmussen, and the veteran 
chestnut gelding won for fun the last time he was offered up for a tag three 
starts back in Hot Springs. He is an uninspiring one-for-nine lifetime at 
Churchill, and he’s a dyed-in-the-wool closer that turns back off a mile and 
three-quarter marathon to a distance at which he’s zero-for-15 lifetime; 
comes running late for a minor placing. FROST OR FRIPPERY steps up to 
open claiming company in this spot but his current form is sharp, as he has 
won three of his past four races on Polytrack at Turfway. Versatile bay son 
of Lewis Michael can handle the main track as well, as he has finished in 
the money in five-of-eight dirt starts lifetime over a “fast” racetrack, and 
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he should get a decent trip stalking the pace in this heat under jockey 
Brian Hernandez, Jr. He’s 6-1 on the morning line; Polytrack-to-dirt angle 
looks playable. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-8-9 
 
 
RACE SIX 
The Mineshaft gelding RED AGAIN is an overlay on the morning line at 10-
1 in this $50K maiden claiming heat on the main track at a mile and a 
sixteenth trip, as the chestnut was a good second in his dirt debut at 
Tampa Bay Downs when getting blinkers for the first time, and he’ll make 
his first start for a tag in this affair. He hooked a pair of next-out winners 
in his debut run in Florida on the grass, and I like that he was pressured 
from the opening bell in his last start and stayed on well in the lane to be 
second to a daylight winner. He has plenty of room to move forward in just 
his third career start and the Mott barn struggled in Lexington and is due 
for some better luck in Louisville; choice, at a square price. BARRY’S 
SWING finished on the wrong end of a blanket finish in his last start at 
Keeneland three weeks ago, where he was beaten three-parts of a length 
for all the money and was gaining on fellow entrant ROUSTABOUT in the 
shadow of the wire. Bay Harlan’s Holiday colt has never run a bad race for 
a tag, has finished in the money in four-of-five starts lifetime on a “fast” 
dirt strip, and I like the rider change to Julien Leparoux; contender. 
ROUSTABOUT beat BARRY’S SWING by two noses in his last start and has 
just been nipped on the wire in both his prior efforts for a $50K tag. Bay 
gelding has a penchant for place money having finished second in four-of-
nine starts lifetime, and his best races in the past have been with blinkers 
and the hood comes off in this spot. He has never missed the trifecta going 
a mile and a sixteenth on the main track but has been a non-factor in three 
starts without the blinks; figures for part, taking a stand against for top 
honors. HARRANGUE typically runs his race to earn a paycheck having 
finished in the money in five-of-six lifetime starts, however a majority of 
those efforts have been on the Polytrack at Turfway. He did face some 
honest maiden allowance company in Florence, Ky. over the winter 
(Gorgeous Kitten, Ventry Bay, Porter Street) and he was only five lengths 
off Durango Dan ($3) when going postward favored in his third career 
start, and that rival easily won tonight’s first race on the card facing $50K 
claiming types on the grass. He rallied from off the pace in his only prior 
dirt start to finish third in a heat at Churchill facing maiden $30K types; 
cannot dismiss with confidence. 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-7-8-3 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
The chestnut CURLINO will make his first start since being haltered for 
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$17,500 by the Tom Amoss barn, an outfit that wins at a high-percentage 
first off the claim. Five-year-old son of Curlin was one-paced in the stretch 
drive in his most recent start facing similar rivals in New Orleans at 90 
cents on the dollar, but that race was in a turf sprint, and he has finished in 
the money in four-of-five lifetime starts on dirt under the Twin Spires. His 
2016 main track form against tough stock is solid, and if you draw a line 
through his effort in the $50K Colonel Power stakes going short on the 
weeds, his form looks double-tough. He was a good second versus $50K 
starter allowance types when he was last on the main track in Louisville; 
turf-to-dirt angle looks “live”. BOURBON HAPPENS was a fairly hot 
commodity at the claim box in New Orleans over the winter, but his form 
has tailed off of late after he reeled off three straight wins earlier in the 
year facing comparable company. On the positive side, he has had eventful 
trips in his past three starts on grass, gets the blinkers back on tonight and 
will be making his first start off the claim for trainer Joe Sharp, whose 
outfit wins at a decent clip in this type of scenario. He turns back and 
distance and returns to the main track, where he has never missed the 
exacta from two prior starts; threat. TWIRLING CINNAMON drops down 
the class ladder in this spot for the Chris Hartman barn, a high-percentage 
claiming outfit. Gelded son of Twirling Candy exits some fast races at 
Oaklawn Park, owns a prior win at Churchill Downs and has never been in 
this cheap. He was a good second against an honest field for a quarter three 
starts back in Hot Springs, and he’s a stakes winner and stakes placed at a 
three-quarter mile trip on dirt; contends on the drop. AURORA’S KID drops 
back in for a tag after getting rocked in his last start at Oaklawn, but that 
was in a very tough entry-level allowance heat that featured a pair of next-
out winners. He hasn’t missed the trifecta in his past five starts against 
claiming company, but those efforts were against conditioned claiming 
rivals, and he may have lost his best friend when he won that “non-winners 
of three lifetime” heat two starts back. He will appreciate the extra furlong 
but looks to be a cut below others in class; minor award candidate. 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-4-8-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT    
The bay filly SWEET INVENTION’s form has been solid since she returned 
from a near 14-month layoff and entered trainer Ron Moquett’s barn, and 
the daughter of Twirling Candy has never been off-the-board from four 
prior starts. She figures to be in the midst of a hot early pace from the 
opening bell in this five and a half furlong sprint, but she acted like she 
could rate a bit in the debut run at Del Mar in November of 2015, and she 
has a license to move forward in her third start off a layoff. The slight turn 
back in distance works in her favor; rates top billing. SHAR RAN was an 
even third on debut at Gulfstream Park at this five and a half furlong 
distance on dirt, and she faced a next-out winner in that affair. Munnings 
filly has plenty of upside and will likely improve in just her second career 
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start; threat. MISS KENTUCKY broke from the 10-hole in her debut run, 
was in the midst of a hot early pace and tired in the lane to finish sixth of 
11, beaten nine lengths and change for all the money. She’s another who 
will benefit from a slight turn back in distance, and she will be tighter this 
time around but will have to fend off other front-running types with a 
comparable early lick. The race shape from a pace perspective works 
against her chances; hangs on for a share of the purse money with a top 
effort. GEMSARESPARKLING is a $60,000 daughter of Gemologist that 
will make her career debut for trainer Eddie Kenneally, whose outfit is 
coming off a strong Keeneland meet and is capable of leading one over to 
pop at first-asking. She sports a gap-free public work tab since early 
March; worth a look in the paddock and post parade. 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-5-3-6 
 
 
RACE NINE—The William Walker Stakes 
I’m a New York Mets fan, so playing SYNDERGAARD on a hunch bet would 
be natural, but this speedy chestnut son of Majesticperfection has the field 
in the third renewal of the William Walker Stakes over the proverbial 
barrel and will be tough to run down at a criminally short price. He’s won 
his past two starts at distances from six to six and a half furlongs by a 
combined total of 13 Ɖ lengths, and he drops out of grade one company into 
this ungraded affair. CONQUEST WILDCAT is a quick fellow that has 
improved of late, but he’s not as quick or in the same class as SYN 
DERGAARD, and EN HANSE is fast, but seems to be quicker on Polytrack; 
choice, gate-to-wire. THE MONEY MONSTER drops out of grade two stakes 
company and turns back in distance, and he’s a perfect two-for-two in one-
turn dirt races. Bay son of Majestic Warrior is a stakes winner at a seven-
eighths trip on dirt, and he figures to get a great trip stalking a hot early 
pace carved out by SYNDERGAARD, EN HANSE and CONQUEST WILDCAT. 
Ignore the Tampa Bay Derby (G2) fiasco; contender. CONQUEST WILDCAT 
is a fleet-of-foot son of Wildcat Heir that was an honest second-of-seven 
when stepping up to stakes company at Oaklawn in his most recent start, 
and he bested an honest horse in Reckling two starts back in Hot Springs. 
If you throw out his first race off a lengthy layoff and the two-turn effort 
three starts back, his form looks even better, but he figures to get caught 
up in an early pace scramble from the opening bell. He’ll need to rate to be 
a factor; hangs on for part with a top try. EN HANSE is a fast gray son of 
Hansen, but his form has tailed off of late and he was served up in his last 
main track start hooking stakes company at Sam Houston back in January 
as the 2-1 chalk. He did break his maiden for a $75K tag under the Twin 
Spires, but he’s a “need the lead” type that won’t make the lead in this spot; 
tab for a minor award. 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-6-3 
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RACE TEN 
RESTLESS RAMBLER is less than three lengths from winning his past four 
starts in the $5K starter allowance ranks and while all of those efforts 
were on the grass sprinting at Fair Grounds, he has sharp main track form 
as well, having never missed the exacta from five prior starts over “fast” 
dirt surfaces. He annexed a “non-winners of three lifetime” heat for an $8K 
tag with journeyman Orlando Mojica in the boot by eight and a half lengths 
the last time he was seen in Louisville; choice. PROVEN WARRIOR has won 
eight of his past 13 starts and returns to the main track in this spot, a 
surface on which he has seven of his 13 lifetime wins. I’m drawing a line 
through is last start, where he broke through the gate before the race, was 
rank and tired on Polytrack at Turfway, and he’s still eligible for 
improvement making the third start of his current form cycle; synthetic-
to-dirt angle looks formidable. AZTEC LION makes up half of a formidable, 
coupled entry sent postward by owner Maggi Moss, and this consistent 
chestnut has finished in the money in 11-of-16 lifetime starts, and he has 
never missed the trifecta since being claimed by trainer Tom Amoss five 
starts back for a nickel; contender. ALMOST ENGLISH has been at his best 
of late over the deep going at Mahoning Valley in Ohio, but he has finished 
in the money in five-of-nine prior starts in Louisville and has seven of his 
nine lifetime wins on dirt at this six furlong trip. He comes into this heat 
riding a two-race winning streak, will provide value on the tote board and 
has an affinity for the local surroundings. Likely overlay, don’t ignore. 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-1a(part of entry)-5 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
CHOCOLATE BOUQUET looks like a solid play on the drop in the nightcap 
for trainer Joe Sharp, as the four-year-old has been competitive of late 
against tougher rivals on the turf at Fair Grounds and drops in for a dime 
in this spot. She didn’t show much in her only prior dirt start but she broke 
slow and was wide turning for home, and she has had some glaring gate 
issues in three of her four lifetime starts. She will get her picture taken 
with a clean break; graduates today. CHEATIN HEART has run well in her 
past two starts in Louisville for a maiden $10K tag, and she hooked a next-
out winner in her most recent outing on Polytrack at Turfway facing $15K 
maiden claiming types. She’s a better horse on the main track; Polytrack-
to-dirt angle is playable. ABBOCCATO creeps down in class and is eligible to 
move forward making just her third start off a layoff. She’s another who 
tends to break slow at the gate, but she finished fifth of 11 when stepping 
up in class out of restricted company in her last race at Oaklawn Park 
when she broke well; threat. POP TARTS PRINCESS turns back to a one-
turn heat in this spot for Gary “Red Dog” Hartlage, and she creeps down in 
class in for a dime in this heat. Her lone prior money finish was in her 
career debut in a slow sprint race at Oaklawn; on the fringes. 
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SELECTIONS: 8-7-10-5   
   


